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TRANSIT TIME SPREADS IN BIASED PARACENTRIC 

HEMISPHERICAL DEFLECTION ANALYZERS

Neglecting the fringing fields at the boundaries and other

mechanical imperfections, the transit times, t, of the particles

through the analyzer are given by

where the parameter η and the integral I(η,α,θ) are:

For electrons, we have the practical formula for circular orbits (a =

r0, η = 0, α = 0):
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The analyzer consists of two

concentric hemispherical

electrodes of radii R1 and R2

equipped with an electrostatic

input lens and a position sensitive

detector, as shown in Fig. 1. The

central trajectory (red dashed line)

starts at r = R0 and exits at r = Rπ,

moving on Kepler type elliptical

trajectories inside the HDA. The

numerical simulations described in

the present work have been

realized using the computer

program SIMION 8.1, which is a

ray-tracing code for three

dimensional simulations.

Fig. 5. The ratio of the time widths Δt½ /ΔtB

as a function of maximum half angle. The

time spread ΔtB values are calculated

directly by taking the base width of the

time-of-flight spectra.

Fig. 4. Same as for Fig. 2, but for non-monoenergetic

input source beams with given energy spread δE

(FWHM) and for Γ = 0.5 mm, αmax = 0, and Ep = 1

keV. Simulations were performed using different

values of the energy spread: δE = 2, 3, and 4 eV.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 2, but with finite size: Γ = 0.5 mm, δE = 2 eV, αmax =

3°, and Ep = 1 keV. Normalized line profiles resulting from vertical and

horizontal projections of the electron distribution are also shown.

Table 2. Calculated values of the time and energy spread Δt½ (in ns) and ΔE½

(in eV) for HDAs with the three different R0 values, for non-monoenergetic 

input source beams with finite size: Γ = 0.5 mm, δE = 2 eV, and αmax = 3°.

R0

(mm)
γ

Δt½

(ns)

tπ

(ns)

ΔE½

(eV)

Ep

(eV)
Δt½/tπ ΔE½/Ep

82.55 1.5 1.70 14.35 4.07 1000 11.8% 0.41%

101.6 1.0 1.98 19.89 20.3 1000 9.96% 2.03%

116.0 0.5 1.98 21.87 3.17 1000 9.05% 0.32%

Table 1. Comparison of electron optical properties

of HDAs for the fringing field case. The ideal

unbiased centric case in the first column is also

given for reference. For all cases, Rπ = = 101.6

mm, Ep = 1 keV, F = 1.

Ideal 

HDA
Fringing field HDA

R0 [mm] 101.6 101.6 82.55 116.0

γ 1.0 1.0 1.5 0.5

V1 [kV] 0.81 0.81 0.88 0.15

V2 [kV] -0.45 -0.45 -0.50 -0.62

V0 [kV] 0 0 0.5 -0.5

M -1 -1.02 -0.88 -1.49

D [mm] 203.2 206.6 159.4 323.7

P1 [mm] 0 -106.3 0 0

P2 [mm] -203.2 14.63 -216.1 -135.4

tπ [ns] 17.02† 19.89 14.35 21.87
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Fig. 2. Spot size and time-energy distribution for HDAs with

different values of R0: (a) 82.55 mm, (b) 101.6 mm, and (c)

116 mm, for a monoenergetic parallel beam: δE = 0 eV, αmax =

0, and Ep = 1 keV with F = 1. Simulations were performed

using different values of the source size: Γ = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5

mm.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for monoenergetic input source

beams with finite size: δE = 0 eV, Γ = 0.5 mm, and Ep = 1

keV. The incoming electrons have uniform and random

angles of incidence of ± αmax. Simulations were performed

using identical the range of pencil angles: αmax = 1°, 3°, and

5°.

Introduction Calculation Method

Conclusion and References

Calculated spot size on the detector plane (xy-plane) and the corresponding time-energy 

distribution for HDAs with three different values of R0: 

The present simulations demonstrate that for a realistic distribution with

energy spread, angular spread, and finite source size, the biased

paracentric HDA offers improved time distribution with relatively high

energy resolution compared to that of the conventional centric HDA.

For most of electron spectroscopy and spectroscopic imaging

applications, the relative energy resolution of an HDA, ΔE/E, is an

important consideration [1]. However, if an HDA is used to

simultaneously record the position and travelling time of electrons

[2], or if it is used in coincidence experiments, the time-of-flight

distribution of the arriving particles will also be important. In this

work, the time-of-flight distributions in a biased paracentric HDA

[3,4] with the three different entry positions, R0 = 82.55 mm, 101.6

mm, and 116 mm, have been studied. The trajectory related time

spreads of the electrons were calculated numerically since their flight

times are not predictable analytically in the fringing field HDA. Our

analysis quantifies the effect of varying the controllable input

variables of entry position, source size, acceptance angle, and energy

spread on selected output variables of transit time and time spread.
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Here, a = -qk/(2E) is the semi-major axis, E is the 

conserved total energy, and k = R1 R2 (ΔV)/(ΔR) 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a 

biased paracentric HDA. 
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In Fig. 6, an electron source with both energy and angular distribution are

considered, and three data sets are taken with finite size: Γ = 0.5 mm, δE

= 2 eV, and αmax = 3°. The simulation parameters and calculated

resolutions are shown in Table 2. This comparison shows that an

improvement in time and energy spread is obtained for the two biased

paracentric cases compared to the conventional centric HDA. The time

and energy widths of the HDA with R0 = 82.55 mm are Δt½ = 1.70 ns and

ΔE½ = 4.07 eV, respectively. The time widths of the HDA with R0 = 116

mm are 1.98 ns and 3.17 eV whereas the HDA with R0 = 101.6 mm has

1.98 ns and 20.3 eV.
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